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Yves Montand
Sings Scott Walker

Eve was extreme. She had always been. As a youth, 
she was obsessed with ballerinas. Her first Halloween tutu. 

Her posters of Nijinsky, Pavlova and the ubiquitous Barysh-
nikov were her Russian trinity hung with looped masking tape 
on the four back corners surrounding her bed from what she can 
remember her ten-year-old bedroom looking like then. Puberty 
and a pair of skates for her thirteenth birthday delivered her into 
the culture of roller skating. This wasn’t just roller skating at the 
rink or down the street or at a park. This was roller skating as a 
way of life. Three solid years, say thirteen to sixteen, that time 
in life that is a lifetime unto itself with its long days and listless 
nights. That time spent imagining or doing the one thing that 
she loved above all else. With this love her talent blossomed, and 
in turn so did her collection of skates. Some pairs didn’t deliver 
where others did, some given away to friends or f lung in the back 
recesses of her closet over time, gathering a blanket of dust to 
keep themselves warm in that cold. Shopping for a new vehicle 
every other month or so, what a thrill. Riedell, Sure-Grips, Candy 
Rollers, Nash Cruisers, JC Higgins (white, leather), Free Forms, 
Hard Candy LT429s, and a myriad of variations in between. There 
were pairs that delivered advantages for different techniques, and 
depending on the day and dime, decisions would have to be made 
before choosing and lacing. Will there be more curb-ramming 
than Wile E. Coyote stops on Saturday? Tuesday evening, toe-
drag spin outs out-numbering wind braking runs? Runouts, 
chop-stops, heel drag spin outs—where and with whom, solo, 
boardwalk, casual or hardcore. There was a pair and a purpose 
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for every set in her collection.

 It was a singer she would be for a f lash, before she got into 
dance. An undergraduate program at the University of Iowa led to 
deeper schooling prior to her first paying gig as a backup dancer. 
Business consultants don’t begin their journey to become business 
consultants, nor do choreographers. Being a choreographer for Eve 
was not her dream, but that was where she landed. She thought 
of the vocation as a synthesis of chemistry, nurse practitioner, 
doctor, confidante, student of muscle, bones and psychology— 
all of the talents she had to employ to gain the entry to a better 
heeled, circle moving clientele. At first it was the act of coming 
up with routines, f lipping the clichés on their head, which in and 
of itself is a mean feat. She would imagine how a three-legged 
woman would run, a cheetah on an escalator, brainstorm as many 
ideas as she could, pausing here and there to pantomime that 
movement, first in her head, then in the mirror. She graduated 
to then having to create movement to study, movement that she 
could not employee another to do, so she did it herself. Tying her 
arms behind her back, soaping the f loor and filming her falls; 
drying cement swan dives, hot coal leaps. Once these means were 
exhausted, she began thumbing through glossy catalogs, making 
high and low website purchases of compression wear, lumbar 
support, orthotics, S&M leather, rubber, uppers downers, and 
platforms. It was in one of these get ups that she first sprained her 
ankle as an adult. Her first thought then, was, what can I do with 
this? It wasn’t as if she had to go to an ER to tend to the sprain. 
The sprain worked, gave her a right leg leap with a left leg drag 
that her largest client at the time thrilled to try at one of them 
teetering-on-bankruptcy award shows. It was no moonwalk, no 
chattering key next minute gratification, but those in the know 
knew, and some of them did seek out Eve.

 More restrictions were needed to work new muscles, form new 
body language. It was this endless demand of new birth, the unseen 
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visible for audiences by their clients, the performers. Have you 
ever purposely broken bones in your body? Certainly some have, 
maybe to get out of school or to file false charges against your 
spouse, but it is doubtful that anyone you know went to extremes 
such as having bone marrow replaced in their lower left leg, 
joints removed with carbon-coated implants for the sake of only 
creative movement. Know of anyone that asked their doctor friends 
about a f luid that would outperform the bodies organically made 
synovial solution? In her day dreams, a stream of bees replacing 
her ulna, IVs of saline that would target only her upper body with 
f luid such that the hips and legs would have to compensate. All 
of us in our vocations fall back on that which is natural or easy 
to us. That is the death of an artist. Good ones must always be 
reaching, and the sorrowful endings are the curtain calls of those 
that over arch. You ever seen a dancer’s body at the end of their 
life? Compare them crooked ankle wrists, cartilage free knees and 
heel-less feet to those that have seen combat. “Give them a script, 
don’t film it. Record a record, don’t tour behind it. Paint all day; 
don’t let a gallery owner see it. Keep your body, your heart, your 
soul, locked open on the outside. Make it visible. Let them see 
it. Every vein, every chamber, but don’t let them run their blood 
into it,” Eve would write years later in the introductory pamphlet 
for the Scott Walker Dance Academy.
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